A Premium OTT
Video Network

Viu, a global digital VOD services
by Vuclip, a PCCW media
company, started its India
journey in 2016

VIU’s GLOBAL PRESENCE

After debuting in Hong Kong in 2015,
Viu has expanded its footprint to 16
countries: Singapore, Malaysia, India,
Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and
The Middle East countries of Bahrain,
Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia , UAE and Myanmar

Strengthening Presence in Asia, Middle East and Now Africa
Ranks Among The Top 5 Apps On All Key Parameters In Asia With Leading Engagement Times

Source : App Annie

Multi Headed Publisher & Premium Content Provider
Viu App
+
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VIU Advertising Ecosystem and Partners
2 – 3%
Click Through

85+%
Video Completion

100%
AD View ability Rate

A NEILSEN –
OATES
CERTIFIED
PLATFORM

APPLE & FACEBOOK
CERTIFIED PREMIUM
PUBLISHER

Source FB : Best Video Completion Rates among Partners in Asia

A Strong Core in the 18-34 TG across Hindi Telugu and Tamil
Markets
Hindi

Telugu

• 60% Youth audience 18-24 Age, with 90% under the Age-group of 18-34
• Male Female Skew of 70:30
• Female Skew on Korean content – 60%

VIU’s SUCCESS MANTRA

RESEARCH BASED
APPROACH
▪ 100+ concepts tested:
20% conversion rate.
Stringent pre-release
research

▪ 100+ Hours of
consumer interactions
▪ Customizing content
dynamically aided by
user feedback

CONTENT
PARTNERSHIPS
Content owners are
partnering with Viu across
the globe
▪ CBS brought Hollywood
Squares to India with Viu
▪ YouTube has partnered
with us on 2 Viu Original
franchise
▪ TV + OTT Partnered with
Star Network, Gemini,
Zoom, ETV

CONTENT →
FRANCHISE
Sequels of successful
shows basis feedback
from fans:
▪ SPOTLIGHT 2

CONSUMER
LOVE

ORIGINAL
CONTENT

▪ In India: Viu is the 2nd
most engaged app
across users.
▪
App Annie & Similar

Accelerated growth of
fresh content:

Web

▪ PELLI GOLA 2 & 3

▪ 5 lac+ organic
subscribers on YT

▪ No.1 YAARI → Telugu,
Marathi, Kannada
▪ WTD 3

▪ 1 Million+ UVs on
single show

▪ 6 new shows in 3
months
▪ 70+ hours of fresh
content added in
Q1 2018

VIU AD FORMATS

Video Advertising :
TYPE
• Preroll & Midroll Video Ad
HOW IT WORKS
The Preroll ad plays in the player before the
video content.
The Midroll ad plays in the video player in
the middle of the video content.
PLACEMENT
• All Video content
TECH CAPABILITIES
• Vast Tag & Raw video files in Mp4 format
accepted.
• Nielsen Certified Platform.
• Apple + Facebook Certified Premium
publisher

ACTIVE PROGRAMMATIC PARTNERS
Facebook, Inmobi, Adex

Spotlight Native ad

Native Banner Ads - TV Show list
TYPE
• Sponsored • Native Ads

HOW IT WORKS
The ad behaves like an ad banner
PLACEMENT
• TV show list
INCLUDES
Headline and logo
Thumbnail poster

Masthead Branding

TYPE
• Sponsored • Native Branding
HOW IT WORKS
This is an ad banner on top of the screen which is visible as
soon as the app is opened

PLACEMENT
• Masthead/Carousal of the App

Road Block Inventory

TYPE
• Sponsored • Exclusive Brand Ads
HOW IT WORKS
The Preroll ad plays in the player before the video content.
The Midroll ad plays in the video player in the middle of the
video content
This will be exclusive for a day or agreed number of days as
per deal for the brand. No other brands will have their ads for
those number of days.
PLACEMENT
• All Video Content

SPONSORSHIP AND AFPS

IRIS POWERED BY SPONSOR

DABUR TITLE SPONSOR

CASAGRAND TITLE
SPONSOR

BRAND MASTHEADS

VIU ORIGINALS SPONSORS

AFP – HONG KONG TOURISM

30+ Originals
200+Hours of Content

JUST ADDED

VIU ORIGINALS
HINDI

KAUSHIKI
Genre: Friendship Thriller
Kaushiki revolves around the group of friends who look
as if nothing in their lives can go wrong have dark
secrets hidden deep down inside them that will
change their lives forever when revealed. The story
progresses to reveal that beneath the Versace
perfumes and friendships and romance, everyone in
the group is rotten, depraved and corrupt to thecore.
All skeletons come tumbling out of closet when a
horrific murder is committed, and the friends are
hunted down by Sumer - a rustic Rajasthani cop with
relentless skills, a keen eye and punchy dialogues.
Duration: 22 mins | Weekly | 13 Episodes
Cast :Ranvijay, Sayani, Namit Das

BANNED
The hilarious musical journey of 4 “loser” Jaatboys
from Sirsa who get together to form a band. Harmless
fun and music makes way for artistic expression, youthrebellion rant and solid statements turning these
unsuspecting boys into national heroesriding
a scandal. They emerge from this scandal stronger,
better and more responsible…in the process
inspiring many young minds.
Duration: 22 mins | Weekly | 13 Episodes Cast:
Paresh Pahuja -Tiger Zinda Hai. Saahil Anand –
Student of the Year, Zeeshan Qadri- Garima –
Sheetal Thakur
Genre: Comedy

TRUTH OR TAMANNA?
Genre: Dance Thriller
A kidnapping within a mega popular bollywood
dance troupe – the primadonna is missing. Is she
dead? Will she be found in time for the finale that
can change the troupe’s fortunes?
Our effort to tap into the enormous online
community of dance aficionados, hopefully pull
them in asone of our viewergroups.

Duration: 22 mins | Weekly | 13 Episodes
Genre: Romance Thriller
Cast: Vrushika Mehta. INSTA: 650K, FB: 250K, Priyansh
Jora (24 – the TV series), AVP Dance Crew, Kushal Punjabi

MEMORIES
Manav Malhotra is a well-known news anchor of a popular
news channel called, “The Truth”. Manavis famous for his
upfront confrontation and questions that he asks on his
show irrespective of the profession or background of the
guest who have come on his show. But along with his being
a capable and a known anchor he was also blessed with an
unusual superpower.
He could touch any dead or lifeless body andaccess that
dead person’s memories, everything about the person’s life,
good or bad memories, wishes, experiences, desires, secrets,
he could see it all like a movie. This gift also allowed him to
help the police solve quite a few cases where the secret
clues were hidden in the memories of the dead bodies.
No. of Episodes: 13 | Weekly | Duration: 22 mins Genre:
Romance Thriller
Cast: Ronit Roy Premiere:

13 MUSSOORIE
Genre: Thriller
A brutal, merciless serial killer, known only as the ‘Axeman
Killer’, is on the prowl. A woman finds herself mired in
themystery.
Sherealizes that she is closer to thecriminal that she had
imagined.
A highly niche thriller product designedto
attract the best of the thriller audiences
Duration: 22 mins | Weekly |
13 Episodes
Cast : Shriya Pilgaonkar, Viraf Patel

YAARI JAM
Yaari JAM- A unique Musical chat show with Top
Musicians where they come together to trace their
journey from being strangers to friends to Yaars, blended
with some famous performances.

Host: Vishal Dadlani
Guest list: Clinton Cerejo, Mithoon & Sayed Quadri, Benny
Dayal, Neeti Mohan, Darshan Raval, Gajendra Verma
Ram Sampath & Sona Mohapatra

Duration: 22 mins | Weekly | 10 Episodes
Platform: Viu + Hindi GEC

JUST ADDED

VIU AFP HINDI

IT HAPPENED IN HONG KONG
What happens when a workaholic suddenly looses her job?
What does she do with so much time in hand?
How does she discover herself without friends and family !!
The answer is a solo trip where she rediscovers herself,
starting afresh leaving the past behind….

Duration:12-15 mins | 4 Episodes
Genre: Romance/Comedy
Cast: Aahana Kumra Amol Parashar

JUST ADDED

VIU ORIGINALS
TELUGU

NO 1 YAARI WITH RANA
Genre: Chat Show
YaariTelugu was a fun Anchor based chat show with
RanaDuggabatithat revolved around celebrities, their
friends and friendship. Theshow featured the likes of
Kajal Aggarwal, Taapsee Pannu, Naga Chaitanya,
Blakrishna, Nara Rohit, Vijay Devakonda etc.
After success of YaariTelugu with With TVratingof 9+
on Gemini & digital views of 45+ Milthe
successful franchise is back gain for it’s season2
with Ranna.
Stay hooked on to find more about thefriendship
secrets from the top line up of celebrities along with
fund anecdotes from your favourite stars
Duration: 44 mins | Weekly | 13 Episodes
Host: Ranna Duggabati
Platform: Viu + Gemini TV
No. 1 Yaar–Telugu
with RanaDaggubati

No. 1 Yaar–Marathi
with SwapnilJoshi

No. 1 Yaar–Kannada
with ShivaRajkumar

E OFFICE LO
A 13 EPISODE DRAMEDY
SYNOPSIS
EOffice Lo is a quirky comedy that revolves around life and
people of a IT Startup. Mostly its about hilarious moments
and a journey of these characters through their everyday
life
TamadaMedia, today is one of the biggest original content
networks down south with core focus onoriginal Telugu
content.

Language: Telugu
Research Score: 3.8, with high willingness to watch amongst
Students, overall high likability amongst Male

PELLI GOLA SEASON 3
A 13 EPISODE ROM-COM
SYNOPSIS
Pelli gola season 3 rides on how the Varun and Jaggu have evolved and how their
relationship has a strong footing. They take a more matured approach towards
friendship and love. Both of them show maturity in understanding marriage and go to
any extent to make the other happy. The season is loosely inspired by the classic
English
literature “the Gift of Magi”. Pelli Gola season 3 starts in Hyderabad and moves to
Rayalseema for a wedding between Madhur and Sashmitha.
Season 3 will have more rustic Telugu noir approach. Rayalseema has a saga of family
feuds and factionism.
Highlight:
•

Season 1 was a big success with around 8 Million views, leading into franchise of
season 2 launched in May.

•

Pelligola franchise with popular characters of Jaggu and Varun automatically
leads to follow-ship and high engagement
Language:Telugu
Cast:Varshini, Abhijeet, Moin Khan.

JUST ADDED

VIU ORIGINALS
TAMIL

VIU HELLO SAGO WITH
SHRUTI HASAN
Genre: Celebrity Chat Show
Yaari No.1 a successful franchise over 3 languages with more than 70 Mil+ views
overall, the Friendship based celebrity show takes a new Avtar in Tamil market
Yaarinow reaches Tamil asVIU HELLO SAGO
The unique show will feature friends pad of the Host- Shruti Hasan, where the
celeb and their friends come to join over dinner andconversations
Duration: 44 mins | Weekly | 13 Episodes Host: Shruti Hasan

Platform: Viu + SunTv

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
SYNOPSIS
BCD features characters and stories going through the trials and
tribulations of romantic relationships; from couples questioning their
age gap to a parents deciding to get a divorce while putting their six-year
old to sleep, it’s all about the nuances, the grey areas that relationships
go through.
There’s a story for everybody.
Language: Tamil
Format: 8 Eps,10 Mins
Genre: Drama

GANGSTER DIARIES
SYNOPSIS
A fictionalized series of all the incredible stories behind some of the
legendary gangsters of Tamil Nadu
A pulp-fictioneque violence drama with high visual quotient

MAKER: MANIKANDAN
Highly acclaimed maker of cult movies like Kaaka Muttai
Being tapped by several competing platforms to make dramas for the
OTT audience.

Language: Tamil
Format:13 Eps,22Mins
Genre: Crime

ROOM NO 403
A 13 EPISODE COMEDY

SYNOPSIS
403 is about 5 friends -Saga, Ranga, Bobby, Madhu and Shakti
who are from different walks of life, and how they impact each
others life. This rollicking comedy follows through the
misadventures of this eccentric bunch, who manage to hang on
to each other regardless of the odds.
403 is light hearted story about a bunch of eccentric
characters living together
CAST : Mahat Ragavendra, Anaswara Kumar, Praveen
Kumar, Harini Ramakrishnan, Kalaiarasan(Cameo), RJ
Balaji(Cameo), VTV Ganesh
Research Score: 3.6, with high willingness to watch amongst Students, overall high
likability amongst Male

VAMPIRE DIARIES – NILA NILA ODI VAA
A 13 EPISODE VAMPIRE ROMCOM
SYNOPSIS
A cute, determined young woman who unfortunately happens to also be a
vampire visits her college crush, a flesh and blood human to find closure to
their love story. A hilarious roller-coaster with this unlikely duo, a bunch of
‘vampire slayers’ and clueless neighbors.
Bringing the aesthetic and storytelling of much-loved youth series like Buffy
the Vampire Slayer to the TN audience. Possible franchise format.
MAKER: NANDHINI JS
• Successful director of the critically acclaimed movie Thiru Thiru Thiru Thiru
• A new, upmarket slick aesthetic to romance not much seen within the TN
space

CAST
• Ashwin Kakamanu, Sunaina, Misha Ghoshal, Anupama Kumar,
Abhishek Vinod
• Love Story with a twist of Vampires

ResearchScore: 3.4, with high willingness to watch amongst Students and equal
Male Female Split

MADRAS MANSION
SYNOPSIS

Meet this extremely crazy bunch of characters who live in Chennai’s
oldest Mansion – the Madras Mansion! From a cinematic Tea-kadai
Nair to the world’s worst salesman – the show will bring out the
madness in the mansion and the craziness that are the characters.
Language: Tamil
Format: 8 Eps |10 Mins
Genre: Comedy + Drama
Cast:Ensemble,Vaiyapuri,PowerstarSrinivasan, Aandavan,,KattalaiGeorge etc.
Director: AthiyappanShiva

KALYANAMUM KADANTHU POGUM
SYNOPSIS

Marriages bring out a variety of emotions in people. From happy tears
to sad heartbreaks, from young love to old-world charm Kakapomoves
across 10 different stories of people with marriage at its center.
Language: Tamil
Format:10Eps,15Mins
Genre:Drama
Cast:Maya, Cheenu Mohan,Sendraiyan,KannaRavi
Creative Director:Nalan

THANKYOU!!!

